
94 Dorado Beach Crescent, Connolly

Enchantingly Private
Hidden at the end of a long driveway that only adds tranquillity to an already-
secluded locale, this spacious Oswald 4 bedroom 2 bathroom two-storey
family home offers contemporary comfort and ocean views alongside a leafy
and relaxing outdoor setting that finds itself just footsteps away from the
fairways of the magnificent Joondalup Resort golf course.

A secure courtyard entrance – coupled by a trickling water feature and
gazebo umbrella – has all the trappings of a Balinese resort, whilst the rear of
the property is dominated by manicured gardens, exotic walkways, low-
maintenance artificial turf and a private gazebo entertaining deck that
overlooks the entire backyard. Inside, a tiled entry foyer separates the study
from a carpeted and sunken formal lounge room – complete with a feature
gas coal fireplace and a built-in storage cupboard.

Also found within this part of the floor plan is a formal dining room that
overlooks the lounge, is also sunken and carpeted and features built-in
display cabinetry, a powder room, walk-in linen press, under-stair storage,
the laundry and three commodious minor bedrooms – one of which doubles
as a queen-size second or “guest” suite with a walk-in wardrobe and semi-
ensuite access into a light and bright main bathroom, comprising of a
shower, separate bathtub, twin-vanity basins and more. An expansive open-
plan family and casual meals area graced by high angled ceilings is tiled for
easy-care living and is overlooked by an impressively-renovated modern
kitchen with stunning stone-transformation tops and splashbacks, ample

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that
information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any
responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and
rely upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
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Price SOLD
Property Type Residential
Property ID 15163
Land Area 985 m2
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